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Stalkers (3175-02)Stalkers (3175-02) Green Julien 1/8th buggy
Stalkers (3175-02)Stalkers (3175-02) Blue Julien 1/8th buggy
Started off with Stalkers in green compound on the newly rebuilt track which was slightly loamy and a little wet. As the track dried out through the day, I stayed on Stalkers but went to a blue compound since the track was getting warmer and the groove was starting to form. 

Stalkers (3175-02)Stalkers (3175-02) Green Julien 1/8th buggy
Detox (3122-01)Detox (3122-01) Aqua Julien 1/8th buggy
In the morning the track was very green. So for the first qualifier in nitro buggy, I ran green stalkers.  As the day went and the sun was coming out, the track got more grooved up, I tried Detox tires in blue compound. My car had too much grip in the qualifier and I was traction rolling in the turns. So for the second qualifier,  I went to an Aqua Detox, (3122-03). I ran the Aqua Detox in the 2nd and 3rd qualifier for Nitro Buggy.  But for the last qualifier in e-buggy the sun was staring to go down. So I went with the blue detox instead and that was way better.  

Detox (3122-03)Detox (3122-03) Aqua Julien 1/8th buggy
Detox (3122-03)Detox (3122-03) Aqua Julien 1/8th buggy
So for main, I knew my nitro main was going to take place around 1pm - 2pm. Which is the hottest time of the day. So I decided to glue two sets of tires. Detox in Aqua compound (3122-03) and Kosmos in Y2 compound (3186-Y2). My theory with the Kosmos, was that it would make my car easier to drive on the high bite track. After running couple laps before the main with the Y2 Kosmos, I noticed my car was too hard to drive and very edgy. So I came in to pit and had the Aqua Detox put on. The tires were good and stuck to the track the entire run. 


